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FALCON SPOTLIGHT
A new approach to vulnerability assessment
The fastest and simplest solution to decrease risk and exposure, close security gaps and
be better prepared to respond to attacks

FALCON SPOTLIGHT

SCANLESS INSTANT
VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
CrowdStrike® Falcon Spotlight™ offers security teams a real-time assessment of vulnerability
exposure on their endpoints that is always current. Falcon Spotlight’s native integration into the
CrowdStrike Falcon® platform enables customers to operate vulnerability assessment within a
complete endpoint protection framework. Falcon Spotlight adds preparation and readiness to the
unparalleled prevention, detection and response provided by the Falcon platform, resulting in a
stronger security posture and unprecedented breach protection.
Integrated Protection: Spotlight is a key
part of CrowdStrike’s comprehensive and
unified endpoint protection platform. With
Spotlight and the Falcon platform, not only
can you see your security gaps, you see
which gaps your adversary is targeting,
arming you with the proactive protection
you need to block advanced attacks.
Comprehensive Visibility: Spotlight
requires no scanners to deploy and
manage and no new agents — just turn
it on and start seeing results. Spotlight
gives you visibility across your enterprise,
whether endpoints are physical or virtual,
on- or off-premises, or on-the-move.

You receive unparalleled visibility into
vulnerabilities across your distributed
enterprise without compromise.
Effortless: Spotlight delivers always up-todate information seamlessly, putting it into
the hands of security analysts. This helps
you improve response time and reduces the
effort required to understand your security
posture and become more proactive.
Zero-impact: CrowdStrike’s cloud-native
architecture enables constant visibility
into endpoint vulnerabilities without the
need for cumbersome and resourceintensive network or host scans.

KEY BENEFITS
Falcon Spotlight is the industry’s
first scan-less endpoint
vulnerability assessment
solution. Built on the Falcon
platform, it delivers timely,
zero-impact assessments of
endpoint security posture and
provides on-demand access
to the results, enabling security
teams to make better decisions,
faster.

Provides holistic protection
that bridges the gap between
vulnerability assessment and
threat prevention
Offers seamless cloud-native
deployment requiring no
additional agents or new
infrastructure
Delivers timely, up-to-date
knowledge on demand
Provides zero-impact, scanless assessment
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KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
Falcon Spotlight solves the challenges that plague traditional vulnerability assessment and
management solutions by delivering the following benefits:

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH
THE FALCON PLATFORM

FRICTIONLESS ACCESS TO
VULNERABILITY DATA

Connects the dots
Tight integration with other Falcon modules
means you can quickly pivot between
vulnerability information, incidents details
and endpoint activities, not only in real time
but also historically.

Real-time dashboard and search
Falcon Spotlight makes data easily available
to security analysts through a series of
intuitive dashboards and real-time search.
Legacy solutions lock critical information up
in silos and thousand-page reports. Spotlight
unleashes this information in real time — when
and where it’s needed.

Prevent while you patch
The Falcon platform mitigates the risk from
vulnerabilities that cannot be patched quickly
by preventing and detecting exploit attempts
as well as post exploitation activities. This
buys you precious time to patch your
systems against future attacks.

NO SCANNERS, NEW AGENTS
OR SCANS
Eliminate scanning
Falcon Spotlight uses the Falcon agent to
continuously monitor the vulnerability status
of endpoints and stream data to the cloud,
eliminating the need for scheduled scans
while still providing complete visibility into
vulnerabilities.
Visibility everywhere
Spotlight monitors all endpoints via the
Falcon sensor, whether on- or off-network,
on-premises, off-premises or in the cloud and
on both physical and virtual endpoints.
Zero impact on performance
Vulnerability management is scan-less and
vulnerabilities are identified in the cloud with
no additional impact to endpoints or the
network.

Enhance existing vulnerability
management solutions
Falcon Spotlight adds deeper visibility and
provides threat context, enabling security
teams to see both the presence of a
vulnerability and evidence of exploitation
attempts in their environments.

CLOUD-DELIVERED
Easy deployment
As part of the Falcon platform, Falcon
Spotlight does not require the installation
of additional agents, management
infrastructure or management consoles,
making deployment easy and efficient.
Immediately operational
Falcon Spotlight can be deployed instantly
for unrivaled time-to-value. As soon as it is
installed, it hits the ground running, monitoring
and identifying vulnerabilities across your
organization without requiring reboots, query
writing, staging or complex configuration.
Seamless, cloud-based protection
Leveraging CrowdStrike’s cloud-native
architecture, Falcon Spotlight gives security
teams the power to protect systems —
whether those systems are on-premises,
off-network or in a cloud environment.

PREVENTATIVE
SECURITY AND
BEYOND
Security starts with
shining the light
on where you are
vulnerable, so you
can close the gaps
and be as prepared
as possible to face
threats. Falcon
Spotlight has been
designed to provide
the visibility and
actionable information
that security and
IT teams need to
address threats
successfully.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE:
CrowdStrike is the leader
in cloud delivered endpoint
protection. The CrowdStrike
Falcon platform offers instant
visibility and protection across the
enterprise and prevents attacks
on endpoints on or off the network.
Falcon seamlessly unifies nextgeneration AV with best in-class
endpoint detection and response,
backed by 24/7 managed hunting.
There’s much more to the story
of how Falcon has redefined
endpoint protection but there’s
only one thing to remember about
CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.

